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of their approval of the appointment to the post of the man that is selected ?—That is so.
 98.	Is it not the case that in most cases Govern
ment have offered their most competent and experi
enced   officers ?—In   some  cases   they   have   been
accepted.
 99.	Wherever they have offered their own officials,
at least so far as Sind is concerned, the Government
officials have been accepted in everjr district ?—It
has been exactly the reverse :   in very few districts
have   they  accepted   them.     We   have   had   great
difficulty in placing them anywhere.    But I can tell
you one thing I do know, even of Sind.    There was
•a certain district to which a Hindu officer was given.
I believe him to have tried his best, and to have been
tactful and to have done his best, but within the
year he had to ask to be relieved.

 100.	Is not that due to the fact that during all
these eighty-two or ninety years during the British
raj, this community has lost all the confidence of
their  minor  communities,   and  there  has  been no
progress in their education, so that they cannot trust
them further ?    Is not the state of education among
the depressed people and the non-Brahmins due to
this that advanced class people have been in control ?
—I think perhaps it has contributed towards that
result.
 101.	Is it not true that when the district local
board spends any money, or passes any resolution,
~they have to communicate their resolution immedi
ately to the Collector  and  Commissioner,   and  the
Commissioner has power to suspend it if it is not
considered reasonable ?—In the district local board
on paper he has that power, but I think I said yester
day that that is rather a paper control than a real
•control.
 102.	Sir Hari Singh Gour:   In reply to the Khan
Bahadur's question you said that the Government
is equally responsible with the local bodies *for the
employment of inefficient men.    May I ask you this
question :   Would the Government be popular if it
went on overruling the local bodies when the local
bodies had made it a rule to place unanimity before
efficiency ?—No ;   the Minister has got to think of
that.    That is the trouble.    The Minister very often
belongs to the party which is predominant in the
local body, and he is put in a very awkward position.
I do not say that cases have not occurred where the
Minister has given approval to an appointment which
personally I should not have approved,  but still,
you have got to see his point of view.   He is dependent
on his party, and that has been the result.
103.	In other words, what you mean to convey is
that this communalism even tends to influence the
judgment of the Ministers ?—Well, it must.
Consequently there is not only the loss of efficiency in the services, but there is the loss of efficiency all ..along the line ?
104.	The   Chairman:    I   see   the   point.    I   just
wanted, on the same point, to get this clear.    In
this country, India, one often speaks of Government,
and no doubt it is a very mysterious and potent
force, but when one says that these local bodies have
to have the approval of Government,  I want to
•understand what it is' that happens. Will it be the Minister of Local Self-Government who has to give
-approval, or will it be the whole Government ?—• No, the order is actually issued by His Excellency
•	on the advice of his Minister.
106. His Excellency is advised ?—Yes.
106.	By whom ?—By the Minister of Local Self-
•	Government.
107.	Major  Attlee :    I  should  like  to   put this
question on the deterioration of administration of
local self-governing bodies.    I notice at pages 138*
and 139* the methods of government control.  Broadly
-speaking, would I be right in saying that the Government have given them as wide a scope as possible,
 reserving the right to come in when things are very bad indeed ?—That has been the policy.
 108.	Am I right in saying that of late years the
Collector has tended to be a bird of passage in the
districts—that   the   average   period   of   duty   of   a
Collector in any one district is comparatively short ?
—That is true.
 109.	And the Collector is the chief instrument of
Government for bringing influence and advice to bear
on the local bodies ?—He is the man.
 110.	And you say you remove the official Chair
man and at the same time you enfranchise a large
part of the community, thus bringing into the bodies
a large number of rather less experienced adminis
trators on to these bodies ?—That is so.
 111.	And therefore would it not be right to say
that those bodies starting rather afresh rather lack
constructive guidance ?—I think so and that is my
opinion.
 112.	And you think the district officer, who is a bird
of passage, would be rather shy to interfere ?—Yes.
 113.	You have not the regular inspectorate as we
have at home, coming down and advising ?—No, we
have not.    He would not only be shy of interfering,
but he was told that he should not interfere more
than he could help.
 114.	Just one point more,  and that is,  has the
Minister of Local Self-Government endeavoured by
circulars or by sending down experts and so on to
assist the local boards in developing, or is he content
to set them going and stand by and see how they
do ?—I think rather the latter is the case, the idea
being to try and get them to stand on their own legs.
That is a very nice ideal.
 115.	The Chairman :   I wanted to put a question
on municipal finance, and again I say it is not because
I imagine that the Commission's own report or recom
mendations will touch this point in any constructive
or revising sense, but to help to get the picture and
see what it is we are talking about.    Would you
turn to p. 117* ?    You have got the heading " Muni
cipal Finance," and as one would suppose the finance
of the municipalities seems to be raised partly by—
what we call in England local rates or municipal
rates and partly by grants from Government ?—Yes.
 116.	Those are the two sources, I suppose ?—Yes.
 117.	As   regards   the   municipal   taxes   or   rates,
apparently the most common one is the house tax ;
is that right ?—Yes, it is the most common.
 118.	And it is the most direct tax ?—Yes.
 119.	There is of course one other source of municipal
revenue, Government grants ?—Yes.
 120.	As far as education goes we are not- dealing
with that just now.    Grants of course are from the
Government to municipalities in partial support of
their education and instruction ?—Yes.
 121.	Now let us take other parts of the munici
palities'  necessary life.    I   take   for   an   example,
water  supply.   What  happens in  this   Presidency
supposing any moderate-sized town with its muni
cipality decides to go in for improved water supply
involving of course a large capital outlay ?    I would
just like to understand how they would set about
that.    How do they finance it ?—They finance it
partly by loans and partly, if they can get grants,
by grants from Government, most of them.
122.	Are there cases where the Government refuse
the grants ?—The policy which was  started  about
twenty years ago is still nominally in force.    In those
days local bodies were rather loath to go in for these
amenities, and Government adopted the policy of
giving grants-in-aid up to 50 per cent, of the total
cost of any scheme which a local body would intro
duce.    The total cost of the schemes which, were
then tinder consideration was, I think, roughly about
40 lakhs of rupees, and that policy of giving 60 per
cent, grants was feasible up till the war time, when
owing to the cost of these works gojbag up enormously
the grants-in-aid naturally proportionately increased
and  Government have steadily  found  themselves
more and more in difficulty in meeting these demands

